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Caroline Alder 1827
Our February Sampler of  the Month From NeedleWorkPress

From Vickie: Although locating Caroline 
Alder has proven to be elusive, we can 
draw some clues from her detailed and 
vibrant 1827 sampler.  Her stitches reveal 
an ima g ina t i v e young g i r l who 
painstakingly created every brick and 
keystone on what must have been a rather 
large house with four chimneys.  Then she 
adde a grapevine on steroids hanging from 
the right side of  the house.  The sampler 
indicates that animals were a big part of  
Caroline’s world. Two shepherds—one 
appearing to be young and the other old—
guard myriad animals that may be sheep, 
cows and bulls.  Perhaps a peacock 
sauntered near the family garden, here 
carefully tended by a young girl. Caroline, 
perhaps?  A large cat joins several dogs 
and birds in her stitched menagerie.  With 
a completed size of  12” wide x 11.5” 
high, Caroline used a loose, slightly 
unevenweave homespun linen with about 
24 threads to the inch. Most of  the 
sampler is stitched over one thread of  
linen, except as noted (in the important 
notes that accompany the chart), like the 
top border, the first letter of  each line in the 
verse, and many of  the animals.  
	 This sampler may look familiar 
to many of  you because it was the 
cover of  last year’s Book of  Days 
from NeedleWorkPress. 

Purchase 2 of  the 3 items below and receive a 15% 
Sampler of  the Month discount in February 
* Chart $24  
* Linen ~ on 28c with 2-inch margins, $18 ~ other 

counts and margins may vary 
* Silk Overdyed Threadpack: $88 (15 Belle Soie & 2 

Gloriana) 
The above prices are before the 15% SOM discount. 
OR Purchase all 3 of  the items and receive a 
complimentary R.E.D. sampler tape measure

Currently An Attic 

Exclusive
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More about “Caroline Alder 1827” 
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This image of  the original 
sampler shows the sweet blend 
of  over one and over two.

The silks called out in the Thread 
Legend on several linen choices.

And look at the detail on the house!  Caroline must 
not have had much red floss in her stitching basket or 
she surely would have made this grand house red!

NeedleWorkPress has used the images from Caroline’s sampler 

on several sampler products, including their 2018 Book of  Days, 

one of  their microfiber cloths, and the R.E.D. tape measure. 
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For the first time ever, our Summer School is being offered in two sessions, on back-to-
back weekends, 5 PM Friday thru 1 PM Sunday, August 16 - 18 (First Session) and 
again on August 23 - 25 (Second Session).  In your email registering for Summer 
School it isn’t necessary to list your preferred date; that will be covered in the Registration 
Form sent to you upon your successfully registering. 
	 In the past several years, registration has filled up in minutes, but we hope to be able 
to accommodate all who want to join us by offering two sessions.  Registration opens 
at 8 AM MST on Wednesday, February 20, by email to jeanlea@me.com. Please 
ask Google for the correct time in Mesa, AZ as compared with your Time 
Zone; our staff  cannot be responsible for giving you that information. Your 
registration form will be emailed to you within 24-48 hours.  If  you have any 
questions before then, please email them to me, jeanlea@me.com. 
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2018 Summer School 

For Session 1, August 15-18, 2019:  https://phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html?corp_id=G-ANCA  
For Session 2, August 22-25, 2019:  https://phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html?corp_id=G-ANAA  

Hannah Heston 1855Rachel Long’s sampler has inspired 
Linda to want to create a wearable 
purse with the colors shown.

Hotel Information:  Our Summer School opens at 5 PM Friday night, and closes with a lunch at noon on Sunday.  All 
Summer School events will be at Hyatt Place Mesa. The hotel is offering us a discounted summer rate of  $89/night for a room 
with a king bed and sofa sleeper or a room with 2 Queen beds and sofa sleeper. To book your room, call 480.969-8200 ~ and 
don’t forget to ask for the “Attic Needlework” group block, or you can book by clicking on the links below.  But that can’t 
happen until you receive your registration form from me verifying which Summer School Session you are registered for.

For your Summer School Tuition of  $550 you will receive 
six wonderful projects, many derived from a sampler for which 
you will receive the chart, all of  your meals, gifts, and more 
wonderful surprises. This amazingly reasonable tuition is only 
possible because all of  these designers are local and, therefore, 
have no airfare expense. Don’t miss out on the funnest 
Summer School ever!  We hope you’ll plan to join us!

As always, our Summer School faculty has some very fun and interesting projects planned 
for you! Our faculty includes the very talented and creative designers in the desert: 
Linda/Samplers Remembered, Gloria/Milady’s Needle, Vickie & Maegan/
NeedleWorkPress, Linda/Needlemade Designs, and Tanya/The Scarlett House. 
The designers are busy designing their projects, and we are all very excited to invite you 
to our seventh annual Summer School presented by The Attic. I am pleased to tell you 
that Nancy Mills, a gifted and creative artist and buttonphile extraordinaire, of  Five 
Times Blessed has once again agreed to be a part of  our faculty  Nancy has been with 
us in the past, and her projects are always wonderful and well received!  You can see her 
specialties in her Etsy shops, Five Times Blessed and Five Little Buttons.   
	 By popular student request, Pieces of  Olde returns as this year’s theme, and your 
faculty are using antique samplers, Pieces of  Olde, for inspiration for their projects. I can 
assure you that you will not be disappointed! We are very excited about the Summer 
School Curriculum for this year and have provided a few sneak peeks below.  

Hannah’s verse: “Round is 

the ring that has no end, So 

is my Love unto My Friends”

Rachel’s verse: “Religion 

should our hearts engage 

While in our youthful bloom 

’Twill fit us for declining age 

And for the silent tomb”

THE ATTIC                                                                                                                    
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. . .  Nita Brock

 Special Day-Long Class with . . .

Scissors not included in the 
kit ~ but everything else is!

Saturday, March 16, 10:00-3:30, with lunch 
Put this on your calendar and spend a fun 
Saturday with guest instructor Nita Brock 
creating this wonderful sewing box using papers 
from a 1901 dictionary on the outside. 
	 Your kit will include everything needed to 
make this lovely sewing box, and the techniques 
Nita will guide us through include a bit of  
painting, decoupage, flower-making, and 
woolwork. 	 There are a limited number of  kits 
available, so don’t be disappointed and call or 
email to register now.   Class Fee (only $55) 
also includes kit & lunch. 

THE ATTIC

Plan to spend the day on Saturday, 
March 16.  To register for the class, 
call (480.898.1838 or 1.888.942-8842) 
o r e m a i l u s a t 
atticneedlework@gmail.com ~ don’t 
be disappointed as there are a very 
limited number of  kits available.
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Attic Events Schedule

Every 
Thursday 

As an Attic Addict member, in February you will receive 
a 15% discount on your purchase of: 

*   Any NeedleWorkPress chat 
*  Picture This Plus Hand-Dyed Linen, SQ’s & SH’s   
* All Overdyed Silk Threads

”Embroidering a sampler is embroidering the soul of  the past” . . . Isabelle/Reflets 

Saturday, March 23, 10:30-12:30, Part 2, ~ The Queen Sampler 
from The Needle’s Prayse. (Linda’s model is left.) Linda Vinson’s 
interpretation of  this beautiful design is simply exquisite, and she has 
agreed to teach us the techniques and specialty stitches she used to 
create this masterpiece. You will receive a detailed handout with each 
class session.  Fee $20

Thursday & Friday, June 6 & 7 AND Saturday & 
Sunday, June 8 & 9, Bathya ~  A Special 2-Day 
Workshop with Nicola Parkman of Hands 
Across the Sea Samplers.  Details inside … 

Registration by email to jeanlea@me.com ~ There are still a 
few openings in each workshop ~ don’t miss this rare 
opportunity to learn 17th Century embroidery techniques.
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I am absolutely thrilled to give you this 
news: Summer School 2019 will be 
presented in two sessions on two back-

to-back weekends, August 16/17/18 and 23/24/25. The 
faculty has graciously agreed to hold the 2 sessions so 
that we can hopefully accommodate all who would like 
to attend.  Registration details are in this newsletter.

June 

August  

Our 2019 Junipine Retreat, 3 PM Thursday thru 11 
AM Sunday, February 21 - 24. Bring your own WIPs, or a 
new project, and join us for a fun weekend of  needlework 
in a stunning setting. Details in previous newsletters.

February 

Sunday, March 17, 1:00-4:00 ~ Sampler Sunday  The third Sunday 
of  the month means it’s time for our gathering of  sampler lovers, to share 
their samplers in progress or completed, and sampler-related news. 
Reservations required.  Fee of  $10 is due upon registration.

Saturday, March 16, 10:30-12:30 Beginning 
Linen This class is appropriate for both beginning 
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills. 
The class project is Linda/Needlemade Designs’ 
Tulip needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her 

expert instruction + materials. Class fee is due upon registration. 

Saturday, February 23, Our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy. This is 
your opportunity to save 20% on your custom framing order, including 
frame, mat, and fillets, when you let Sandy use her expertise in selecting 
the perfect frame to enhance your needlework. Give her your budget, your 
likes and dislikes (“I don’t like gilded, but I love primitive”), make a $20 
deposit, and she will do the rest. The discount does not apply to the 
framing labor charge nor to readymade frames. All orders will be 
processed in the order received, and orders with deadlines are ineligible for 
the FF discount. Additionally, you should know that any non-FF incoming 
orders will receive preference in the order of  completion, which makes it 
difficult to give a time estimate, but to save the 20% it is important that you 
understand the order of  completion. 

March 

Sunday, March 17, 1:00-4:00 ~ Sampler Sunday  The third Sunday 
of  the month means it’s time for our gathering of  sampler lovers, to share 
their samplers in progress or completed, and sampler-related news. 
Reservations required.  Fee of  $10 is due upon registration.

THE ATTIC

Saturday, March 9 ~ Our 2018 Nashville Market 
Day, A special day to shop, shop, shop for all of  the latest 
and greatest in our industry.  Doors open 9 AM for Attic 
Addict members and 10 AM for the general public.

Customer Appreciation/Stitch-In, Thursdays, 4 - 8 PM. For as 
long as I can remember, The Attic has been open on Thursday nights 
and, along with that, provides the setting for customers to gather to 
share their needlework with others. This is an opportunity for me to 
host a weekly time with our customers, to show them the newest and 
greatest, preview new designs and great needlework stuff, and also see 
what you’re stitching!  As a valued customer, you are invited to join us!

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Attic Events Schedule (continued)

Nicola will only be teaching Bathya on one 
visit to the US, at The Attic and at Sassy Jacks 
Stitchery, in 2019. This will be the only 
opportunity you have to learn from Nicola 
how she stitched this sampler to achieve a 
truly reversible finish. 

Bathya is a very special sampler with an 
amazing history - please see this video where 
Witney Antiques talks about the sampler 
shortly into the film. Bathya  is also featured 
in many reference books. 

Bathya stitched her sampler with 15 vibrant 
shades of  silks, ingeniously devising stitch 
patterns and motifs. There is so much to 
delight in her sampler. She used a wide 
repertoire of  stitches of  varying intricacy. The 
stitches include two different versions of  
reversible cross stitch ~ one forms a cross on 
the reverse with a vertical stitch on the left 
and the other a four-sided stitch on the 
reverse. 
  She also used double back stitch and diagonal 
double back stitch. These stitches appear 
plaited from the front and as two parallel rows 
of  back stitch on the reverse ~ you might 
know them as closed herringbone. 
  Other stitches used were double-sided Italian 
stitch; alternating double back stitch in groups 
of  three, which represents the Trinity; 
detached buttonhole; french knots and satin 
stitch. 
  Bathya’s whitework bands are particularly 
elegant. Narrow whitework bands were an 
important part of  a stitcher’s repertoire; they 
were used on collar bands both as an 
adornment and as stiffening so that the collars 
would stand proud. 
  It is important to us that we have smaller 
groups so that everyone has unrushed time to 
spend with Nicola, so class sizes will be 
limited.   

You will learn the techniques needed to re-
create this stunning reversible sampler. Stitch 
count, 140 x 490.
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Bathya … a Very Special Sampler with a Fascinating 
History, Presented in 2019 Workshops with Nicola 

THE ATTIC                                                                                                                    

(Front and Back)
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	 Workshop Details 
The $495 two-day workshop fee includes: 
* the expertise and guidance of  Nicola Parkman from 

Cornwall in the UK of  Hands Across the Sea 
Samplers  

* Chart, Linen (registration form will ask for your 
preferred count), and AVAS silks 

* Access to the 17 online videos that Nicola has made to 
guide you during and after the workshops ~ following 
the workshops you will receive a private access code to 
the online videos 

* Breakfast, lunch & morning & afternoon breaks 
* Workshop mementos from The Attic

Bathya Workshops 
	 The Attic will be hosting two 2-day workshops, June 6-7 and June 
8-9, 9 - 4 PM each day, to teach us how to reproduce this exquisite 
reversible sampler, with a fascinating historical background. 
	 The workshops will be held at Hyatt Place in Mesa, located just 15 
minutes from The Attic, with shuttle service available to and from the 
shop. Reservations with the hotel can be made by calling 480-969-8200. 
You must ask for the “Attic Needlework” group rate (Discounted room 
rates for $109 for a room with a king bed and sofa sleeper or a room with 
2 Queen beds and sofa sleeper. plus tax) or register online. These rates 
are available 3 days pre and post the weekend for any of  you who wish to 
come early or stay longer.  The rates include a deluxe continental 
breakfast, free Wi-Fi throughout all guest sleeping rooms, and shuttle 
service within a five-mile radius upon availability. The hotel is just 8 miles 
from the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport (Hyatt Place does not provide 
airport shuttle service).  Rates are available until May 15, 2019.

Bathya (continued)
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Bathya’s silks
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Registration 
	 There are several spots available in both workshop settings, but don’t delay in 
registering by email.  Registration is by email, please, to jeanlea@me.com.  A registration 
form will be emailed to you upon receipt of  your email, and a $50 nonrefundable deposit with the 
return of  the completed registration form will complete your registration and reserve your spot in the 
workshop.
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Many of  you who were with us in January when Nicola Parkman was here were 
fortunate to see this incredible museum-quality 17th Century band sampler in 
person.  I know you will agree with me that it took one’s breath away.  I’ve never 
personally seen a sampler like this except in a museum, under glass.  And now, 
thanks to Nicola’s incredible reproduction, we can create our own!

From Hands Across the Sea Samplers

MH 1656 - MY BELOVED’S GIFT

I n v a l u a b l e w h e n 
stitching this sampler:  
Autopsy of  the Montenegrin 
Stitch Exhumed $36 & The 
Proper Stitch on DVD $36

MESSAGE from Nicola Parkman 
I will be leading a Stitch-a-Long for the beautiful band sampler MH 1656 - My Beloved’s Gift. The SAL started in November and I will 
be posting a band a month. Whilst this will not be a workshop as such, I will be sharing tips and tricks along the way and helping those 
stitching with me. For more information about the sampler please visit her webpage 

I will not be setting up a separate Facebook Page but will post each month in Our Samplers Years and the HATS Facebook page and 
the HATS blog on our website. 
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* Chart ~ $32 
* Silks ~ AVAS Soie d’Alger $94.60 OR AVAS Soie100/3 $72.60 for the higher-
counts, where you may also want to have the Soie d’Alger for the satin-stitch areas 
* Linen ~ We can provide special linen cuts in 36ct, 40ct, and 46ct ~ Prices vary 
depending on count and whether standard or hand-dyed.

This beautiful conversion was done by Access Commodities, our distributor for the very fine 
Au Ver A’Soie French embroidery silks.  The sampler is charted for AVAS, the skeins, but for 
the 46-count linen some may prefer the Soie 100/3, which are the spools.  As I mentioned 
previously, for those using Soie 100/3, you may also want the AVAS for the satin-stitch areas.   

THE ATTIC
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Our SAL that Officially Began on February 1 with . . .

MARY CLAYTON $23, 201 x 183 ~ Here’s 
what Nicola tells us about this most charming 
sampler:  Mary Clayton’s sweet sampler is a delightful 
example of  a young child’s artwork. Mary tells us that 
she was aged 9 years when she stitched her sampler. She 
has given no year or location, however, we believe that the 
sampler is English and was stitched in the mid 1800’s. 
An imposing building first catches the eye. Maybe this 
was a church run school or orphanage as the roof  is 
topped by a cross. Above hovers two trumpeting angels 
signifying the word of  God and reinforcing our first 
thought that the building is connected in some way to a 
church institution. The bottom section of  the sampler is 
full of  out of  proportion trees, potted roses and a basket 
of  fruit. 
The sampler is stitched in cross stitch over two threads. 
There are a handful of  cross stitches that Mary 
“squeezed” into her sampler that sit one thread wide and 
two threads high.  The sampler is suitable for beginners 
through to advanced needleworkers. The design area is 
201 stitches (w) x 183 stitches (h). 
The sampler has been reproduced using the mellowed 
colours found on the front of  the sampler today. 

PAGE9
. . . Mary Clayton from Hands Across the Sea Samplers
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ANNOUNCING A FEBRUARY SAL 
It is past February 1 and our Stitch-Along has officially begun. 
With the purchase of  the $133 kit from The Attic (chart, 37ct 
linen with 3”+ borders, and Au Ver A’Soie silk), and if  you 
complete this sweet quick-to-stitch sampler by April 1, you will 
receive a 20% custom-frame discount and you will be eligible 
for a drawing to have your sampler framed for free by our very 
talented framer at The Attic, Sandy. We are kitting this with Au 
Ver A’Soie silks and 37ct Legacy Linen, a beautiful new linen that 
we’ve fallen in love with and we think that you’re going to love it 
as well!  If  you want the 52/60 linen w/Tudors, the kit is $148 
for chart, linen & Tudor silks.

We all stitch differently, starting at different positions on the 
linen, and so our SAL “rules” are very loose.  I suggest that in 
order to complete the sampler by April 1, by the 1st of  March 
or thereabouts you should try to be about halfway through 
the building. The sampler is stitched in cross stitch over 2 
threads.  There are a handful of  cross stitches that are 1 
thread wide and 2 threads high; other than that, there are no 
specialty stitches. Please submit your progress photos either to 
Attic Addicts on Facebook or to me at jeanlea@me.com to be 
included in future newsletter editions.

Here’s my “Mary” on 52/60 linen with Tudor silks 
… I’d hoped to be done by February 1, but as you 
can see, that didn’t happen.  But soon . . .

THE ATTIC
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Mickey’s “Mary”

Lynn’s Finished “Mary”

Melissa’s “Mary”

Laura’s “Mary”

Our SAL Starring Mary Clayton from Hands Across the Sea Samplers & You!
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Nashville Market 2019

 Sharing Our Passion for Needlework

PAGE11
Please plan to join us on Saturday, March 9, for the BIG REVEAL, 
when we will remove the covers on all of  the Nashville display 
tables for the first time that display all of  the goodies that we’ve 
brought back from Nashville.

THE ATTIC
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SARAH STEWART HARDMAN  ±  AGED 7  ±  1824 

“Time how swift it flies.” 

We  are so excited to bring Sarah Stewart Hardman’s sampler to life nearly 200 years after she stitched it 
in Wakefield, York, England, where she lived her entire life. In addition to its naïve charm, Sarah’s 

sampler is remarkable for two reasons: It was created by a child of only seven years and it predates a very similar 
sampler that was stitched in the same area of England 15 years later. While quite meticulous for a child of seven, 
careful observation of Sarah’s work reveals her propensity for crossing threads in different directions, stitching 
over three threads here and one thread there, and adlibbing when she decided not to conform. To that end,      
we opted for consistency, endeavoring to stay true to the original while eliminating several major counting 
headaches. Thanks to everyone who participated in our unscientific poll to determine what the woman in the 
foreground is carrying. Of more than 130 responses, about 45 percent said posies, 35 percent a child or doll, and 
the remainder a variety of suggestions, including a shawl or umbrella. We hope you enjoy this recreation! 

Researched and charted for your stitching pleasure by NEEDLEWORKPRESS 

I’m so excited to show you on the next number of  pages what I’ve found “out there” so far regarding Nashville releases.  Where available, 
prices are given.  If  not included here, that means I didn’t have that information as of  this writing.  There will be many exhibitors to visit 
and purchase from. Carolyn and I will shop till we drop each day, or till their suites close, whichever comes first, and I encourage you to 
give us your pre-orders.  It helps us spend both our time and our money more wisely while we’re there.

From NeedleWorkPress

SARAH STEWART HARDMAN 1824 $25

1840 BIEDERMEIER SAMPLER $16

 

Maria Davis 1823 
A Bangor, ME Reproduction 

 
 

Live in peace with all men 
Maria Davis 1823 

Bangor, Maine 

SUMMER GARDEN SAMPLER $14

MARIA DAVIS 1823 $10

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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The Beautiful Deventer Duo PAGE12

From the chart:  Perhaps you know the city of  Deventer in the Netherlands more for its honey cake or carpets than for its samplers. Located along the east bank of  the 
river the Yssel, in the province of  Overyssel, Deventer is relatively far away from the traditional sampler-producing provinces of  Holland—Zeeland, Groningen en 
Friesland. Deventer did, however, have a rather impressive sampler-making tradition which lasted from about 1760 to 1860. Earlier samplers may exist, but so far we 
are not aware of  them.  
	 The Deventer Museum has a unique collection of  18 samplers all made by girls coming from one Deventer family. The oldest samplers were made by Hendrika 
Lamberts (1755-1800) in 1766 and some years later by her twin sisters Geertruyda and Jacoba. The later ones were made in the 1790's -1800's by their nieces. 
Several of  these samplers are in the museum’s online collection at www.historischmuseumdeventer.nl.collectie/zoeken; go to zoeken, fill in merklap or stoplap.  
	 The cover sampler from the GigiR collection was stitched by I D L (Ida Dorothea Lamberts, 1795-1867) in 1806. Her work (continued below)

strongly resembles another Deventer sampler by H J L 1805.  It can be seen at www.es.typepad.com/ex_antiek_textiel/page3/. These could be sister samplers 
with the very elegant flower patterns/ images, urns and the Chinese vase.  
	 Both girls were nieces of  the first generation Lamberts sisters of  the 1760-1770's, as discussed in the informative blog by Martin Ex. Their samplers 
include the Deventer coat of  arms, the eagle, in the upper right corner.  
	 Although we know nothing about E H, the maker of  the 1811 sampler pictured above, she also stitched the distinctive Chinese vase, and myriad urns/
baskets with abundant bouquets. Other similarities are the small alphabet and numerals, fruit baskets, dual patterns with rose petals, eight-sided star, three-lobed 
heart and acorn border. Many Deventer sampler-makers also stitched elaborate darning samplers.  
	 Both charts are included in this booklet. All materials and instructions are printed on the inside and back cover. We are especially grateful to Martin Ex for 
sharing his expertise.  

This is a Nashville Market exclusive, available only to the shops that 
attend the market, and the chart price for both samplers is $30.

& 
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Nashville Releases from Hands Across the Sea Samplers
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ANN OGDEN 1844, $35, 285 x 332 
From the HATS Website:  Ann’s sampler, 
finished in the year 1843, does not give her age 
but the charming scene she has created with her 
needle and some thread can be nothing other 
than a young girl’s depiction of  an idyllic way 
for her to dream away a summer’s afternoon. 
You can imagine Ann sat in her mother’s flower-
filled garden in the shade of  a lofty tree, dressed 
in her best party frock with matching bead 
necklace and earrings. Curled next to her is her 
cat gently purring with contentment, whilst her 
King Charles spaniel, yapping joyfully, plays 
with her two pet lambs. You can almost hear the 
bird song on that long-ago summer’s afternoon 
and smell the heady scent of  the rose in her 
hand. I wonder if  she is waiting for her beau to 
call? 
	 The sampler has been executed entirely in 
cross stitch over one and two threads with the 
exception of  5 short straight stitches and is 
suitable for a beginner through to an advanced 
needleworker. 
	 Melissa Coyle beautifully stitched the 
model.

There are four exquisite reproductions from Hands Across the Sea Samplers that are being introduced at Nashville.  All are charted for 
Au Ver A’Soie’s Soie d’Alger silks with a DMC conversion listed.  The Thread Legends for the Martha James and Elizabeth Weston samplers also 
list NPI silk colors.  The sampler charts each list a DMC thread color closest to the original sampler’s linen color.  We have selected several 
different linens for these samplers, depending on your preferences, the count you prefer and whether you prefer a lighter or a darker linen.  
We are honored at The Attic to have the privilege of  exhibiting the models for the first three samplers listed here.

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Nashville Releases from Hands Across the Sea Samplers
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ELIZA KNIGHT $31, 276 x 368 
From the HATS Website:  We believe that this traditional 
English sampler was stitched by Eliza “as the first efforts of  a 
youthful hand,” in the first half  of  the 19th century, as part of  her 
education. The sampler shows aptitude for needlework and her 
stitching is precise. The sampler was executed in fine silks which 
some 200 years later have retained their vibrancy. Regrettably the 
sampler yields no further insights into Eliza and it is only against a 
background of  the period in which she lived that we can get a 
“glimpse” of  what life was like for her and other Victorian women. 
It takes a considerable leap of  the imagination for a 21st century 
woman to realise what her life would have been like had she been 
born in Eliza’s time and walked in her footsteps. 
	 The stitches used are cross stitch over 1 and 2 threads, a 
handful of  satin stitches and Algerian eyelets. The sampler is 
suitable for all level of  abilities. 
	 Hands Across the Sea Samplers wish you many hours of  
enjoyment stitching this beautiful sampler. Whilst doing so we hope 
that you remember the original creator  ~ Eliza Knight. 

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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MARTHA JAMES 1844, $31, 383 x 
329 
From the HATS Website:  
Whilst Martha has left no obvious clues in 
her sampler for us to trace her footsteps 
through time, her diligence with her needle 
has today rekindled her memory and will 
bring hours of  joy to many sampler lovers 
throughout the world.  Martha’s sampler, 
contained within an undulating border of  
honeysuckle, is a merry one full of  colour. 
	 In the bottom section is an idyllic 
scene set between two trees with stags below 
and birds above hovering in the sky together 
with wisps of  clouds in the distance and 
two large twinkling stars. In the 
background is a church with a steeple and a 
windmill which could be found in the 
quaint  villages of  the English countryside 
in the 1800’s. To the foreground,  coming 
towards the viewer, is a little boy in his 
Sunday best suit jauntily strolling along 
hand in hand with a lady carrying a basket 
of  flowers on her head. This lady appears 
in another sampler that Hands Across the 
Sea Samplers has reproduced, Sarah Daws. 
	 The middle section of  Martha’s 
sampler features the verse “Fountain of  
blessing, ever blest.” The top section of  
Martha’s sampler features a delightful 
band of  flowers and shrubs, including a 
particularly beautiful dog rose, all sat on a 
horizontal band composed of  a repeating 
Grecian geometric pattern. 
	 The stitches used are cross stitch over 
1 and 2 threads, double running stitch 
and a handful of  straight stitches. The 
sampler  is suitable for all level of  
abilities. 

THE ATTIC
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Nashville Releases from Hands Across the Sea Samplers

AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER NOW
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THE ATTIC PAGE16
ELIZABETH WESTON $31, 433 x 449 
From the HATS Website:  When Elizabeth’s 
sampler first arrived, we were so excited by her 
gentle beauty.  The sampler had probably been 
hung for some time in a position where dappled 
sunshine fell across the linen. Rather than detract, 
the faded elegance has added to her beauty. From 
the back of  Elizabeth’s sampler, and three others 
from the same school that are in the collection of  
Hands Across the Sea Samplers, we know that 
these samplers originally burst with vibrant 
colours. We chose to replicate the time mellowed 
colours on the front, with occasional help from the 
back. The soft pinks, creams and olives of  today 
are a delight for the eye. 
	 Elizabeth made good use of  her linen, 
choosing many beautiful motifs to fill her sampler. 
There are three sections contained within a 
meandering vine which is heavily laden with a 
profusion of  v iolas, s tar flowers and 
snowdrops.  In the top section flanked by baskets 
and urns filled with a profusion of  flowers and 
fruit is one of  our favourite verses ~ “Next unto 
God Dear Parents I address …….” 
	 This verse was very popular with school 
girls to stitch on their samplers. It first appeared in 
1695 in an educational manual entitled “The 
Young Man’s Companion: Or, Arithmetick Made 
Easy” by William Mather. The book was an 
encyclopaedia of  “practical lessons and useful 
information applicable to many professions and 
was intended for the use of  both the schoolmaster 
and the self  taught”. 
	 Dividing the top and middle section is a 
beautiful floral border of  violas, carnations, roses 
and star flowers. In the middle section there are 
various birds including a distinguished green 

(continued from the right above) parrot and what could be a chaffinch. They all face towards a particularly pretty central cartouche which surrounds Elizabeth’s 
name and age. The last two digits of  the year have been removed.  This may have been done by Elizabeth later in her life to conceal her true age. Samplers where the date 
has been deliberately removed are known as “Vanity Samplers..” 
	 On the bottom section we find the highlight of  Elizabeth’s sampler:   a magnificent Temple of  Fame nestled between two lofty fruiting trees. Two angels with 
trumpets signifying that they are the voice of  God hover either side of  the temple.  Butterflies, moths, bugs, birds, crowns, stars, deer, dogs and lions fill this section. 
	 Through our research we know of  several “Temple of  Fame” samplers that have strong similarities. The sampler stitched by Mary Ann Clark in 1829 is strikingly 
homogeneous. Elizabeth and Mary Ann both finished their samplers at eleven years of  age. Mary Ann reversed the middle and bottom sections on her sampler.  Whilst we 
will never know for certain, it is possible that Mary Ann was baptised in 1818 in Wednesbury, Staffordshire and Elizabeth in Wednesfield, Staffordshire in 1817. 

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Coming At Nashville from . . . PAGE17
. . .  The Primitive Hare

THE ATTIC

Clockwise from the Upper Left: 
* CURIOUS CAT THREADKEEP $16 
* OWL POSTCARD THREADKEEP $16 
* BALLERINA THREADKEEP $16 
* HARE POSTCARD THREADKEEP $16 
* SQUIRREL SCISSOR FOB $16 
* OWL SCISSOR FOB $16 
* 2019 SPIRIT OF THE WOODS PINS SET $16 
* 2019 Spirit of  the Woods:  THE FAWN, THE 

OWL & THE SQUIRREL, EACH $17 
* TUDOR MAIDEN $14 
* WOODEN HAND-PAINTED SHIELD $22 
* TUDOR ROSE SCISSOR FOB or JEWEL $18 
* VINTAGE ROSE 30ct LINEN 
* WILD ROSE 30ct LINEN

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com 
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Coming to The Attic from . . .
PAGE18

. . . Samplers Remembered
THE ATTIC

. . . Needlemade  Designs

. . . Carolina House Designs

LUCY SNUSHALL 1847 $16 ~ a wonderful sampler if  you like red, 
and we all do!  I also LOVE the verse.  And if  this sampler looks 
familiar to you, it was part of  last year’s Summer School curriculum.  

JEANNETE HAUER ~ Linda/Needlemade Designs acquired this sampler at one of  The 
Attic’s BCRF Silent Auctions, donated by Gigi R, and Linda will kindly donate a portion of  
the proceeds from each chart sold to the BCRF Foundation.  This, too, was part of  last 
year’s Summer School curriculum.  As you can see, going to Summer School has its rewards!

WHILE ROSY CHEEKS $30, 217 x 313, a 
sampler inspired by its verse features many specialty 
stitches, as seen in the snippet shown below.

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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More Releasing at the Nashville Market
PAGE19

From Lucy Beam

Debuting at the Nashville Needlework Market, 
Clockwise from the Top Left:  
* MARIA CASSON 1822, $14 
* ELISABETH NICHOLS 1826, $12 
* ALL HALLOWS EVE HEART $12 
* BIG CHICKEN, $12 
* WISHING YOU, $10 
* SEW Drumroll, $10
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PAGE20
Nashville Market News

From Lila’s Studio

THE ATTIC

SUSANNA LYNCH 1862, 219 x 264, shown on 
Lakeside’s 40ct V Meadow Rue, charted for 17 
shades of  GAST … beautiful colors that are perfect 
for an overdyed silk conversion. There is also a 
DMC conversion supplied.   
Below, the original sampler.

A.S. SAMPLER, c. 1890, 242 x 252, is stitched on 
40ct, 242 x 252 ~ the original is shown on the right.

And this adaptation made 
into a sweet cushion is 
available as a separate 
chart if  you don’t care to 
stitch the whole sampler!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com 

THE BEE COMES will also be available at Nashville!
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PAGE21
Nashville Market News  from . . .

Below, 
E L I Z A PA L M E R 
SAMPLER … love 
the verse, the deer, 
the peacock, and, of  
course, the floral 
band above the verse!

MARY OTTER 1792 with its horse-drawn carriage in 
the lower right and strawberry queen-stitch border

MARY DRAKE 1818 Mary has stitched such a lovely basket 
of  flowers … and the whitework eyelet band across the middle 
of  the sampler adds a lovely delicate touch . . .

BETTY TAYLOR 
1794 wi th her 
“Huming Bird”

. . . Gentle Pursuit Designs

THE ATTIC
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PAGE22
Nashville Market News  from . . .

SCARY APOTHECARY . . . a 
silly, spooky & sparkly Halloween 
series … 9 ornaments in all with 
the same size and finish … the 
first release at Nashville is shown 
at the left.  Each chart is $6, each 
is approximately 49 x 73 … 
stitched on 32ct linen, requiring a 
Stitcher’s Half  for the series

THE ATTIC
. . . Hands On Design

MORE CHOCOLATE BUNNIES $9 includes 
JABC hand-dyed buttons, 85 x 97 - stitched 
with Sulky Cotton Petites, $12.50 threadpack

THE SUMMER NIGHT - introducing the 
House on a Hill 4-part series, each with a 
mattress-style pincushion & fob ~ $10 includes 
WDW wool for finishing.  Pincushion, 56 x 56 
(2 pieces) & 224 x 15, fob 42 x 42

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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PAGE23
More Nashville Market News  from . . .

YOU HAD ME 
AT FLAMINGO 
$ 1 0 ~ b a c k -
pocket pillow, 90 x 
9 5 & s c i s s o r 
charms, 3 petite 
s t i t c h e s , a l l 
approx. 35 x 35 or 
less

. . . Hands On Design

THE ATTIC

BLOCK PARTY:  MEOW & WOOF 
$10 each chart includes WDW wool 
square, stitched on 28ct linen with 
Weeks Dye Works wool ~ stitch count, 
58 x 58 (2 pieces) & 34 x 232

Photo shows 
b a c k -
p o c k e t 
d e t a i l s : 
storage for 
scissors & 
needlepack 
- p u t a 
book ring 
t h r o u g h 
the ribbon 
tab to hold 
your fob or 
floss tags
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Nashville Market News  from . . .
PAGE24

. . . Queenstown Sampler Designs

THE ATTIC

CAROLINE MASON 1803 $20, 192 x 168

HANNAH GURNEY 
1769 $20, 190 x 169, 
re p ro d u c t i o n o f  a 
Q u a k e r, N o r f o l k , 
England sampler from a 
private collection

ELIZABETH WEST $20, 175 
x 175, reproduction of  a 
Q u a k e r s a m p l e r f r o m 
S p r i n g fi e l d , D e l a w a r e 
County, Pennsylvania

MARY ANN BAILY 1842 $30, 229 x 254, a 
reproduction of  a Lancaster County, PA sampler
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PAGE25
Nashville Market News  from . . .

. . . Gigi R

ELADIE JALLET 1892

THE ATTIC

IDA DOROTHEA LAMBERTS 1806, a 
sampler from the Dutch town of  Deventer 

ELIZABETH TOPON 1796
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Nashville Market News  from . . .

. . . Madame La Fée

THE ATTIC PAGE26

Each chart is $29 

Clockwise from left above: 
* WINTER IN THE MOUNTAINS 
* JINGLE BELLS 
* NOËL (CHRISTMAS) 
* LA NUIT DE NOËL (CHRISTAS 

NIGHT) 
* BÊTISES DE CHAT (CRAZY CATS) 
* GRIMOIRE FOR WITCH (MAGIC 

BOOK OF SPELLS

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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MORE Nashville Market News  from . . .

CLAIR DE LUNE 
(MOONLIGHT) 

P E T I T N O E L 
( C H R I S T M A S 
SMALLS)

. . . Tournicoton

THE ATTIC PAGE27
. . . Madame La Fée

Each chart is $29 

Clockwise from upper left: 
* BEACH 218 YARDS 
* BORD DE MER (SEASIDE) 
* T R É S O R S D ’ AU TO M N E 

(AUTUMN TREASURES) 
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Nashville Market News  from . . .

THE ATTIC PAGE28

CHAPERON ROUGE (LITTLE 
R E D 

MON PANIER DE SORCIÈRE 
(MY WITCH BASKET) $18

D E U X P E T I T E S 
RENNES (2 SMALL 
REINDEER) $14

. . . C mon Monde

JARDIN DE CITROUILLES 
(PUMPKIN GARDEN) $18

L E S R E N N E S D E N O Ë L 
(CHRISTMAS REINDEER) $18

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . Couleur d Etoile

MON BEAU SAPIN (MY BEAUTIFUL TREE0

IL ÉTAIT UNE FOIS 
( O N C E U P O N A 
TIME)

D O U C E U R D E G U V R E 
(SOFTLY FREEZING)

AU SOMMET (ON THE TOP)

NUIT MAGIQUE (MAGIC NIGHT)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com 
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PETIT POUCET (LITTLE POUCH)

PRÊTS POUR NOËL (READY 
FOR CHRISTMAS?)

GRAINE DE BRODEUSE (GRAIN OF A STITCHER)

WELCOME DANS MON JARDIN 
(WELCOME IN MY GARDEN)

UN BONBON ON UN SORT (A 
CANDY OR A SPELL)

. . . Couleur d Etoile

THE ATTIC
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LE TEMPS DES VACANCES 
(SUMMER HOLIDAYS)
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. . . Couleur d Etoile

APRÈS DE MES MOUTONS (NEAR MY SHEEP)

LES PETITS MONDES (LITTLE WORLDS)

N O Ë L D A N S L A F O R E S T 
(CHRISTMAS IN THE FOREST)

BOUTS DE LAINE 
(BITS OF WOOL)

DOUCE NUIT (SWEET NIGHT)

DU BRUIT DANS L’ATELIER 
(NOISE IN THE WORKSHOP)

BEE HAPPY

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . Une Croix, le Temps d’un Thé

AUTOMNE $14

THE ATTIC

NOËL/CHRISTMAS $16

LAPIN LUTIN/BUNNY GOBLIN $16

HIVER/WINTER $16

JOYEUESE FÊTES/HAPPY 
HOLIDAYS $16

NEIGES D’HIVER/WINTER 
SNOW $16

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com 
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. . . Une Croix, le Temps d’un Thé

THE ATTIC

POLE NORD/MY 
IGLOO $16

CHRISTMAS TREE $16

SQUIRRELS $16
SLEIGH $16

1 4 1 6 A T E L I E R N O Ë L /
CHRISTMAS WORKSHOP $16

CHRISTAS WREATH $14

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com 
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. . . Une Croix, le Temps d’un Thé

EXPECTING CHRISTMAS $8

SNOWMAN $17

TO THE BEACH (2 charts) $16

HAPPY DAY $16

M O N P H A R E / M Y 
LIGHTHOUSE $16

PLAISR D’HIVER/WINTER 
FUN $8 (includes 3 charts)

THE ATTIC
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WITH TOY BAG

WITH ARMS DOWN

WITH BIRD

WITH DEER & CAT

WITH HOLLY 
AND TREE

PATCHED COAT

THE ATTIC

WITH DEER

WITH DEER IN FRONT
WITH ARMS CROSSED

. . . Theodora Cleave, an Australian artist

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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SNOWMAN WITH 
TREE AND PARCELS

. . . Theodora Cleave, an Australian artist

HOLLY AND 
BERRIES

THE ATTIC

MERRY STAR
BUSH TREE BUTTON

FLYING IN THE SKY

HOLDING HOLLY

TINY

SNOW FRIENDS
WINTER TREE STAR DUST ANGEL

TROLLEY WITH 
PRESENTS

HOLLY

S N O W M A N 
AMONG TREES

PLUM PUDDING

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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FLOWERS OF THE SEASONS $15, 93 x 
369, a 10-page booklet that includes 6 
smalls, an EXTRA mid-size sampler---
called “Seasonal Jumble” and a mini 
alphabet for personalizing the finished 
piece! It also includes several BE 
CREATIVE! ideas. The seasons can be 
stitched individually too!  

. . . Rosewood Manor
B Y T H E 
N U M B E R S $ 1 7 , 
135 X 203, a 10-
page booklet that 
inc ludes deta i led 
instructions, 5 minis 
and 2 extra alphabets 
for personal iz ing 
your finished piece.  

GRAYFRIAR’S SAMPLER $15 ~ this is what designer Karen Kluba 
says about this sampler: I love finding and creating Quaker look motifs! I love 
baskets! I love alphabets! This sampler has some of  all of  them!  This is a 10-
page booklet that includes 9 minis and 2 alphabets and numbers for 
personalizing your finished sampler.  

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . Rosewood Manor

BE CREATIVE! COOKBOOK & CROSS STITCH 
PATTERNS, $?? (between $30-$40) ~ Designer Karen 
Kluba tells us, In celebration of  my 20th Anniversary as 
ROSEWOOD MANOR, I created this huge colorful 124-page 
book of  over 75 of  my favorite recipes, over 65 mini charts, plus 
extra border designs, plus a NEW mid-size design and much more! 
ALL have extra “BE CREATIVE! ideas included.  
		 		 The mini charts were given to shops over the last 10 years as 

”Complimentary” mini charts for holding a Rosewood Manor 
Trunk Show.  
		 		 The recipes were created and gathered over several years.  

Most titles include the name of  a state or country my husband Denis 
and I have lived in or at least visited over our 50 years of  marriage.  
A few include a story about the recipe!  Most are fast to prepare so 
you can get back to stitching fast! All are YUMMY!  

THANK YOU for your continued support of  ROSEWOOD 
MANOR!  

Karen Kluba  
More about this cookbook: 
* The covers are laminated. 
* Spiral bound so it lays flat.  
* Includes color pages for floss suggestions for mini charts. 
* Pages of  instructions for specialty stitches.  
* A page on how to calculate HOW MUCH FABRIC is 

required.  

CHURCHFIELD MANOR BANDS $24, 239 x 397 ~ Designer Karen 
Kluba says borders or bands are fun to collect and use in so many 
ways, and when she saw the name “Churchfield” while visiting 
England, a new sampler was born.  This is a 22-page booklet that 
includes 4 minis, 4 extra borders or bands, 2 mini alphabets and BE 
CREATIVE! ideas for using them, plus an initial sampler and a larger 
alphabet to insert into it, PLUS a wedding sampler!  

Suggested colors for the large alphabet are shown on the back cover!  
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Nashville Market News (continued)

From Sue Hillis Designs

THE ATTIC

From Sue Hillis: 
Here you go! Another Nashville Preview! There have been a 
number of  stitchers asking for this one! It was a huge hit last 
year as a class piece I taught. 
It was an exclusive for a year and now available to all. I have the 
box source listed in the book and the project needs to be  
stitched on 16/32 count. We used Zweigart's Belfast, Vintage 
Country Mocha. Start saving up Grandma's buttons! Ask your 
favorite shopowner in March! Enjoy!

From Sue Hillis: 
Here's a sneak peek of  what I am showing at the 
Nashville trade show (just for shops, sorry!). This is a 
series of  three leaflets, each with 4 designs. This 
image uses all twelve designs but they are wonderful 
by themselves too! Each book features one vertical 
row of  the little ones--they are 50 stitches each. Ask 
your favorite shopowner to stop by room 428 and see 
all of  our new products! 
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Nashville Market News from . . .

THE ATTIC
. . . Jeannette Douglas 

Here’s what Jeannette says about her 8 new designs:  We will have a small Spring Posey to some bigger sampler items – 
the largest of  which is Learning Stitches – a wonderful teaching sampler done up beautifully in colour in a booklet. 
 Come check out a new set of  samplers called Blooming Bouquets - #2 available now and #1 & # 3 later in the year. 
Another foursome set called Sew Together  -#1 & # 2 available now, # 3 & # 4 later in the year. A new piece in the 
Shadow Box Set called Love to Stitch -Stitch Box featured in the collage of  photos. As usual we will have some other 
samplers &  special items and thread and wool packs to go with the samplers and shadow boxes. 
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English Garden 
 

 

 

by Samplers Not Forgotten

ENGLISH GARDEN $22, 210 x 361 

LW MOTIF SAMPLER 1821 $16, 183 x 99

 

Pensée Savauge 
Kit 

 

by Samplers Not Forgotten

 
 

Bouquet 1813 
Kit 

 

 

 

by Samplers Not Forgotten  
  

 

BOUQUET 1813 $28 KIT with 36ct linen, 
floss, fabric for backing & ribbon for edging

PENSÉE SAVAUGE $32 KIT with 36ct linen, 
floss, cotton fabric, trim, button, pin, ribbon 
(everything except filling and sewing thread

. . . Samplers Not Forgotten

FLORAL CUP PINCUSHION $34 KIT includes 
cup, 36ct linen, floss, ribbon, waxer, and pins

Nashville Market News from . . .
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THE CHRISTMAS STAR $16
AURORA’S SEWING BOX  
* Chart $24 
* Unfinished Sewing Box $60

A LITTLE QUAKER TOKEN $16

MY TALKING BOARD KIT $28 includes 1 Ouija board mint tin for needle keep, 1 magnet sheet to line the bottom of  the 
tin, 1 black tag and 1 2-inch ring for the thread keep.  The box, not included, is a Lone Elm Lane vintage rectangular chest.

. . . The Stitching Parlor

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com 
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. . . Just Stitching Along

THE ATTIC
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MISS LUCY CALCUTT 1826 $20, 281 x 380, with 28 colors.  Miss 
Lucy Calcutt 1826 sampler is in booklet format, 12 pages front to back, 
in full color.  Charted for DMC cotton with conversion to Soie d'Alger.  

If  “Lucy Calcutt” sounds familiar to you, it may be because you 
are remembering Lucy’s first sampler that she stitched at age 8 in 
1825.  Quite amazing, don’t you think, for Miss Lucy to have 
stitched two of  the most beautiful samplers in just two years, at 
the tender ages of  8 and 9?  Truly amazing, I think.

. . . Ink Circles

Clockwise from the left:   
* SQUIRRELS OF SUMATRA will be Traces biggest new release ~ the bonus 

design shown in the Lane Elm box is included in the chart pack, made from 
just a tiny colorized corner of  the whole.  The Squirrels monochromatic 
design is stitched in a brand new Gloriana silk called Acorns 

* OUT THERE 
* BY ANY OTHER NAME
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BRODERIE COEUR $7 includes finishing instructions, 40 x 49 ~ This 
little needlebook begs the question, "What inspires your Broderie Coeur 
or Embroidery Heart?" Is it silk floss, the finest of  linen or antique 
buttons? Whatever it is, stitching this fun piece, inspired by Victorian 
door locks, is sure to please. To complete the needlebook, a finishing kit 
is available and  finishing instructions are included in the chart. 
Finishing Kit $10 - includes French General cotton, Benzie Design wool 
felt, key  charm and hand-dyed twill tape from Lady Dot Creates. Note: 
Finishing Kits are only available to Market attending shops! They will 
be available after Market, but only directly from Summer House. 

THE ATTIC

The granting of  women's suffrage is celebrating its 
centennial in many  countries. Stitch up the sampler 
to celebrate  that milestone and wear your "Vote" 
button proudly the next time you hit the polls! 
Numerals are included to personalize the sampler for 
the stitcher's own country. "Vote button" charts are 
included for the  following countries: US, UK, 
Canada, Netherlands, Australia & France.  Includes 
finishing instructions to complete the Vote Buttons. 

2019 FRAGMENTS IN 
TIME for 2019, $5 each

Inspired by the American 
Pledge of  Allegiance and 
antique woven coverlets, this 
trio is perfect for patriotic 
bowl fillers.  LIBERTY & 
JUSTICE FOR ALL $9, 47 
x 47, stitched on 32c linen 
w/ GAST

SISTER SUFFRAGETTE $14  ~ sampler, 
195 x 43 and “Vote” button, 45 x 47

ELIZA GARSIDE 1841 $14, 
a m o s t c h a r m i n g 
reproduction, 149 x 124

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . Cross Stitch Antiques

INNOCENCE 1840 Antique Sampler Reproduction $20, 172 x 
281 ~ This beautiful antique reproduction sampler was stitched 
by Rebecca E. Reeside in 1840 at the age of  thirteen at the SM 
Murphy School in Frankford, PA. Research reveals its surpising 
connections to William Penn, Paul Revere, George Washington, 
Abraham Lincoln and other notable historic personages and 
events. Extensive provenance  included on chart as is photo of  
original sampler.  The verse:   

Jesus my God to Thee I fly 
Thou art a refuge ever nigh. 
When heart shall fail. 
When life is past. 
Thou will receive my soul at last 

All cross stitch, with the lettering and birds stitched over one. 

CARTER HOUSE SAMPLER 1817, an antique reproduction of  
Mary (Polly) Atkinson, Franklin, TN, March 4, 1817, $18, 197 x 
303 ~ Stitch a faithful reproduction of  the 200-year-old sampler of  
eleven-year-old Mary Atkinson, who would marry Fountain Branch 
Carter and on whose property the highest casualty battle of  the 
Civil War would wage in Franklin, Tennessee. The original hangs in 
the Carter House Museum, and the proceeds from the sale of  this 
chart benefit The Battle of  Franklin Trust which preserves the Civil 
War sites and history of  the Battle of  Franklin. Thank you for your 
support of  this worthy endeavor. 

The provenance of  the sampler:  It was given to the Carter House by James Britt in memory of  his mother, Mary 
Nichol Britt, a great-granddaughter of  Mary Atkinson Carter. Mary Atkinson Carter’s sampler has the good 
fortune to be seen by the visitors when they visit the Carter House in Franklin.  The Carter House hosted the first 
survey of  Williamson County samplers in February 1993, which included 19 examples of  antebellum needlework.
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THE ATTIC
. . . The Bee Company

This is the first time The Bee Company will be 
at Nashville … we’re excited to meet them 
… we’ve had their adorable buttons in the 
shop for several years and look forward to 
seeing more!
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. . . Nikyscreations

Nashville Market News from . . .
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From Sue Hillis: 

2019 Nashville Show Exclusive 
THE SEWING TOWN CASKET 
* Chart & Finishing Info $26 
	 Supplies Used:  SE of  Weeks 32ct Cocoa Linen, 12 Weeks floss, 	 Dinky Dyes 4mm Pearl Silk Ribbon 
* Finishing Pack $20 includes cotton fabric, lace, 5 vintage black pins, 3 bone rings 
* Scissor Fob Pack $5, beads, finding & components (Inside the chart there are all the finishing info for 

making scissors fob, easily made with this pack) 

. . . Mani di Donna
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. . . Mani di Donna

THE ATTIC

BLUE DOT PILLOW 
* Chart $15 (calls for 9 x 12 cut of  32ct Weeks Linen linen, 

4 Gloriana silk floss, Dames of  the Needle Red Velvet Mini 
Pom Pom Trim & Sweeney Red Velvet Fabric, 13 x 18 

* Accessories Pack (2 flower rings & 2 Blue pot pins,$12 
* Scissor Fob, $15

JANE GOSSS CHEST BOX 
* Chart & Finishing Info, $20 (calls for 

SE of  32ct Weeks Cocoa linen, 7 Dinky 
Dyes silks & 4mm silk ribbon, Dames of  
the Needle Inchworm Mini Pom Pom 
trim, and Lone Elm Lane rectangular 
chest box 

* Scissor Fob & Pins Set, $20 
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. . . Mani di Donna

THE ATTIC

SUMMER TIME BASKET 
* Chart $26 (calls for 18 x 13 cut of  32ct 

Weeks Beige linen, 12 Romy’s Creations floss, 
Weeks Wool Felt, Dinky Dyes 4mm ribbon & 
JABCO mini buttons  

* Accessories Pack (crab pin, linen ribbon, 1 
starfish charm) $13 

ZIO (Uncle) SAM PINCUSHION 
* Chart & Finishing Info, $15 (calls for 6 

x 9 cut of  32ct Weeks Linen linen, 3 
Classic Colorworks floss & Weeks Wool 
Felt  

* Stars Pins Set, $7.50 
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THE ATTIC
. . . Mani di Donna

M Y A M E R I C A N D R E A M 
(Sewing Basket & Glass Dome) 
* Chart $26 (calls for SQ of  Weeks 

32ct Cocoa, 9 Weeks floss, Dames 
of  the Needle Mini Pom Pom, & 
Weeks Wool Felt 

* Stars Pins Set, $7.50

AMERICA & 4TH OF JULY 
PILLOWS 
* Chart $15 (calls for 9 x 13 

cut of  32ct Weeks Cocoa, 3 
Dinky Dyes silk threads & 
Dames of  the Needle Pom Pom 
Trim 
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CORAL ELEGANCE ~ A 
Dress Form Pincushion 
* Chartpack with stitching and 

finishing instructions, $20 
* Limited Edition Kit (no pins) 

includes chartpack, stitching 
supplies, finishing materials 
(finishing cotton and polyester 
fabrics, ribbons), $56 

* Coral Elegance Pins, $28

. . . Giulia Punti Antichi

A WILLIAMSBURG COLONIAL SEWING ETUI 
* Chartpack with stitching and finishing instructions, $30 
* WCSE Pins, $28 
* WCSE Threadkeeper, $40 
* WCSE Needleminder, $16

WILLIAMSBURG COLONIAL PINKEEP 
& STRAWBERRY ORNAMENTS 
* Chartpack with stitching and finishing 

instructions for both, $20 
* Crystal Glass Drop, $5 
* Silver Crown, $38

12 MONTHS FOR CHRISTMAS ~ 
#5 May & June and #6 July & August 
* Chartpack with stitching and finishing 

instructions for 2 months, $16
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More At Nashville from . . .
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SCOTTISH SEWING SET

DIANA’S STITCHER 

PURSE 

* C h a r t p a c k w i t h 

stitching and finishing 

instructions, $20 

* Brooch, $50

Fabrics used:  Weeks’ 32ct 
Beige hand-dyed linen & 
Weeks’ Birch wool fabric

. . . Giulia Punti Antichi

L U C K Y O W L 
ORNAMENT 
* Chartpack, with Stitching 

& Finishing Instructions 
+ hand-painted Owl 
button $20 

* Tassel, $5

SCOTTISH SEWING SET * Chartpack w/stitching and finishing instructions $38 
* Pins $36 
* Wooden Set (2 rings+3discs) $14 * Needleminder $18 
* Ruler $36 
* Threadkeeper $28 
* Tray $60

SCOTTISH SEWING SET PINS

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . Giulia Punti Antichi

ISABELLA SINCLAIR 1827 SAMPLER $36

TUSCAN SHADES OF MARBLE  
* C h a r t w / s t i t c h i n g & fi n i s h i n g 

instructions $38 
* Bead Set (2 large, 1 small) $16 
* Pin Set Large $34 
* Pin Set Small $30 
* Threadkeeper & Lady Minder $60 
* Lady Keeper & Crown Minder $44

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . Giulia Punti Antichi
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 The sweetest time of late winter is here-it's maple sugar time!  
Smell the syrup is bubbling in the kettles while the trees are dripping 
their nectar into buckets.  It's a fun celebration for the end of winter.
    

Come & see us!  Room 427 
New for Nashville 2019!     Praiseworthy Stitches       
         

     
                           

 
 
   
                                                                           
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

  
                               

                                  
 
 

     
Pam Lewis        Praiseworthy Stitches       Susan Rohm            

www.praiseworthystitches.com    704-922-9602 
e-mail: praiseworthystich@bellsouth.net 

For more complete details see us at: 
www.praiseworthystitches.com 

Feel free to call or email us with your questions. 

Simple Gifts-Kindness is newest in our series of Quaker 
inspired designs. 

Winter at Sugar Hill 

Simple Gifts -Kindness 

Boo! Humbug! Kit 
Halloween Hop! 

You are spookily invited to our first ever 
Halloween Hop This chart features our 

design as either a drum or a framed piece. 
Finishing kits will be offered.    

 

                          Percy Penguin’s        
  Needle Case Kit 

              This kit finishes as a  
                          tiny needle tin. 

                           (Only 300) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Just Chillin’! 
a limited edition kit 

 Just Chillin is a limited edition kit.  (Only 
217) It comes packaged in a snow globe 

ornament. All materials and complete 
finishing instructions are included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This adorable 3-sided humbug keep is a 
limited edition kit (only 200).   All 

instructions & materials are included. 

Little Flower Pyn Fob Kit 
This kit finishes as a small scissor fob and 

pincushion. (Only 290) 
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LIMITED QUANTITIES OF ALL THE KITS ~ YOU’RE ENCOURAGED TO PRE-ORDER TO ENSURE YOUR ORDER!

WINTER AT SUGAR HILL $14

SIMPLE GIFTS-KINDNESS $12

HALLOWEEN HOP DRUM $12 ~ Ltd. Finishing Kits $12

JUST CHILLIN’ 

KIT $16

LITTLE FLOWER PINCUSHION FOB $10
PERCY PENGUIN TIN $6

BOO! HUMBUG! KIT $26

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Here or Coming to the Shop Soon from . . .
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CHARITY $13, 230 x 99 ~ 
Designer Karen Kluba tells us, 
“ALL proceeds from the sale of  this 
d e s i g n w i l l b e d o n a t e d a t 
www.virginmoneygiving in the 
name of  our daughter Rachel 
Gibbs. The money goes to the 
hospital where she is being cared 
for and an art fund to help women 
in art. She was in a horrific 
accident in August 2015. We miss 
her terribly and hope to honor her 
with this pattern.” 
	 This 6-page chart includes a 
needlebook cover that can be 
personalized, plus two mid-sized 
Welcome designs!  

. . . Rosewood Manor

. . . Permin of Copenhagen
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. . . Blackbird Designs

THE LAST RIPE BERRIES, #9 in the Loose Feathers 
Series, For the Birds ~ I’m sad to see this series end … I’ve 
loved all of  them, the birds, the blues and browns, the 
borders, the petite size of  91 x 91.  Very lovely!

But if  you want to see something REALLY lovely, go to the next page!
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A Stunning Rendition of  the For the Birds Series  . . .
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Lori has stitched this wonderful series on one piece of  36ct Picture This Plus 
Wren with the charted colors. Magnificent!  Makes me regret that I’ve stitched 
a few of  them already on small cuts of  linen.  What a dramatic finish!  
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. . . from Blackbird Designs
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2019 COLLECTOR’S HEART 
w/linen & embellishments $19

MERRYMAKING MINI:  LOVE 
BLOOMS $8.50 W/BUTTONS

. . . Heart in Hand Needleart

BIRD IN THE 
H A N D :  
VALENTINE’S 
D A Y $ 7 w /

CHRISTMAS SIGNS $12 ~ CARDINAL BISCORNU $6

. . . tiny modernist

THE ATTIC
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Here Now from . . .
THE ATTIC PAGE60

. . . Vintage Needlearts

IN A MERMAID’S GARDEN $10, 82 x 75

. . . Jardin Privé

ABC de la BRODEUSE $10, 76 x 565. ………. MR et MME QUAKER $10, 81 x 482

IT’S A MERMAID’S LIFE FOR ME $10, 107 x 79

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Here Now from . . .
THE ATTIC PAGE61

. . .  Abby Rose Designs

NO MATTER HOW HARD THE WINTER … 
SPRING IS SURE TO COME! $10, 208 x 59 & 97 x 99

. . . Artful Offerings

WOOLLY-WOOLLY FARMSTEAD $10, 184 x 80

. . . Stitch-N-Needs

BLACK SHEEP, WHITE CROW $10, 62 x 66

. . . Barbara Ana Designs

I GIVE YOU MY HEART $11, 88 x 108

SADIE WOOD 1701 $13, 168 x 165

PICKING UP FRUIT $10, 78 x 63

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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H e r e N o w 
THE ATTIC

Above, SANTA AND THE CAT $15, 106 x 110 
Below, SANTA AND THE DOG $15, 108 x 110

PAGE62
. . . Hands On Design   

. . . My Big Toe Designs

 G ROW N W I T H 
LOVE $13.50, 80 x 
6 4 , i n c l u d e s t h e 
velveteen for finishing

CHERISH FRIENDS $8, #3 in this 4-part series, 63 x 63 … I love them all!  And I’m stitching them all.

. . . Mirabilia Designs

Z E L DA $ 1 5 , 
inspired by the 
fascinating Zelda 
Fitzgerald, 201 x 
229

. . .  Madame Chantilly
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About Legacy Linen from . . .

From Lamora of  Access Commodities:  Here is a brief  synopsis of  the Provincial Linen and what we discussed: 

As a supplier/embroiderer of  linen to the American counted thread market since the 1990's, I have seen a wide variety of  qualities and counts 
through the years.  To begin with,  I was not interested in buying just any fabric.   I wanted the best I could find.  As the interest in samplers grew, so 
did the demand for finer linens which allowed embroiderers to achieve a similar appearance to the originals.   However, despite the increasing 
knowledge base about older needlework techniques and materials among those who love period pieces, the general counted thread markets use of  the 
term "even-weave" which is slightly oxymoronic continues to persist.  If  you are a lover of  beautiful linen for hand embroidery, you would understand 
very few linens on the market are true "even-weaves" because the nature of  the linen yarn, which is not like cotton whatsoever, makes it nearly 
impossible to manufacture.     It is our 21st century aesthetic that is upside down to the reality of  the materials.   The best quality yarn used to make 
really good embroidery linen, is not perfectly “even."  And, that is genuine aspect of  its character and beauty. 

Over the years, I would find different linens there was no demand for because I simply fell in love with the quality of  the yarn and the high caliber of  
the weaving.  Many of  these fabrics would sit on my warehouse shelves for years, which is frankly crazy.  But I believed eventually, someone would see 
what I could see in these fabrics.  This happened not so long ago with a furnishing weight linen I had named Montrose 1750, after a principal port 
in Scotland that sent a lot of  linen to the American colonies before the Revolutionary War.    

Our Provincial Linen, of  which Buttermilk Biscuit is one of  the colors Access offers, is one of  these linens.  The yarn is exquisite, full and smooth.  
The weaving is phenomenal and the hand is luscious and weighty.  Is it a perfect 20 count?  No, it can be 16/18 or 18/20 depending on the loom 
run and the yarn.  This means, which was pointed out to me recently,  square objects in a design will not be square.  If  this is a problem for you and 
your "sense of  beauty,” then please use something else. However, in the late 1990's I was trying to commission a handweaver to make exactly this 
linen, because it has the character of  a “handweave."   Will this linen find a small place in the American market?  I cannot say, but I will tell you 
how lucky I feel to have found something like it---at least once in my life.   

THE ATTIC

37ct Wild Honey has become wildly popular since we first introduced it to our customers in early December when we decided to use it in 
our kit for our Mary Clayton SAL.  We heard rave reviews from a number of  you about your enjoyment and pleasure in using it. We also 
used it in the kits for the special Symposium sampler that Nicola Parkman taught, her exquisitely beautiful Elizabeth Charlotte Cotton 
sampler. We have vowed to try to always have it in stock for you when you need it.  Other Legacy linens, for example, in 30ct include 
Coconut Macaroon, Custard Cream, Debutante Pearl, River Stone, and the very beautiful Sunflower Seed, shown above.  

PAGE63

From the left:  37ct Wild Honey * 37ct Russian Tea Cake * 38ct Vermeer 
Blue * 38ct Filbert * 30ct Sunflower Seed * 20ct Buttermilk Biscuit

. . . Access Commodities
We have loved Legacy linens for 
many years. Legacy linens have 
long been synonymous with 
quality.  They have such a unique 
and satisfying hand … and as you 
all know, much of  what appeals to 
us as needleworkers is anything 
that appeals to our tactile sense, 
one of  the five traditional senses 
of  the body. In the past we’ve had 
34ct Oaten Scone, for example, 
now discontinued, and 52ct, now 
discontinued.  Those were Legacy 
linens, just to give you a sense of  
the impact Legacy linens have had 
on our needlework enjoyment.
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Here from . . .
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. . . Kelmscott Designs

4 New Threadkeeps, each $10, each with 6 holes,  from the top down: 
* PARIS ROOFTOPS VINTAGE POSTCARD 
* RED SHOE SCHOOLGIRL THREADKEEP 
* THE SCOTTISH QUEEN THREADKEEP 
* VINTAGE HEART THREADKEEP

WINTER ICE SCISSORS FOB 
$12, a lovely fob with glass beads 
and snowflake charms … best place 
for snowflakes, on a fob!

From Whimsical 
Edge Designs

From Embellishing Bits
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A N T I Q U E G L A S S S A L T D I P 
PINCUSHION KIT $20 ~ Each kit 
contains an antique glass salt dip, a 
primitive inspired round piece of  quilt cloth, 
a MOP star button, and instructions to 
finish the piece. Please note that each kit 
will have a different antique collected over 
the years, with differences in shape and 
etching of  the glass.  Needed for finishing:  
loose batting, a sewing needle and thread, 
and a glue that dries clear, like Gorilla glue.

THE ATTIC
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. . . Gigi

A New Sampler from Gigi

PAGE65
MARY KNOWLES 1824 
~ THE FINDING OF 
MOSES $24, 257 x 237 
~ This very unique 
sampler, reproduced with 
DMC, Weeks, and Gentle 
Arts cottons in the brown 
tones shown, is stitched 
and charted mostly over 1 
linen thread. 
	 We think we found 
the perfect linen for this 
remarkable reproduction:  
30ct Legacy linen, shown 
below. I wish that you 
could touch this linen 
because you will fall in 
love with it.  So much of  
what we experience while 
stitching appeals to our 
tactile sense, and with this 
elegant linen your sense 
of  touch will certainly be 
enhanced. 
	 This linen is very 
good for stitching over 1.  
If  you prefer a 36ct or 
40ct, the over-one parts 
might be more easily 
accomplished with a 
continental stitch ~ AND 
you could finish more 
quickly, only needing half  
as many stitches. 

Left, the threads as charted ~ right, our silk conversion ~ both 
shown on the very beautiful 30ct Legacy linen we recommend.

THE ATTIC
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It is February and this has shipped to us from our distributor  for . . .

. . . Little House NeedleworksTHE ATTIC

Let us know if  you want to receive 
these very charming 7 designs from 
The Attic as they are released to 
our distributor.  This 7-part series 
can be stitched as one design or 
individually.  For either, you will 
need a Stitcher’s Quarter of  the 
30ct linen. We’re recommending 
the Legacy Sunflower Seed linen, 
an elegant linen and we know you 
will enjoy working with, and it’s the 
perfect tone to beautifully reflect 
the snowy scenes.   
Here are the various parts: 
* 7 charts ~ #1 is $9.50 
* Flosspack ~ $34.50 
* 30ct Linen ~ $27.00 
* Embellishment pack for finishing 

all seven designs individually like 
the models, including the pine 
rope garland, the red pip berries, 
the 5/8” red ribbon for the bows, 
and the rusty snowflake ~ price 
to be determined 

When placing your order, please 
specify which of  the above you are 
ordering.  Thanks very much.   
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Our Customers Share
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Anne’s stunning finish (… almost, with 
one more motif  to go, the lovely bird that 
we pasted in place) of  Reflets de Soie’s 
MARIE CORNU, 307 x 331

Evelyn’s NOAH’S ARK from Plum Street Samplers 
that she’s stitched as one piece … and speaking of  Evelyn, 
several weeks ago she shared with the Thursday group of  
stitchers her unframed finished projects, and I was able to 
get photographs of  them indwell share them in a future 
newsletter edition.  Remarkable needleworker, Evelyn is!
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January Sampler Sunday … Just a Taste … with more …
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. . . to come in the next newsletter edition.  As you can see, January’s SS was 
treated to some amazing needlework, but this edition has just gotten too long, 
with all of  the Nashville News, and so some will have to wait until next time!

THE ATTIC                                                                                                                    

From Linda D, above, the Blackbird Designs projects from our 
November Primitive Gathering and, right, her finish of  Nita’s 
Sewing Box. See class details on page 4 of  this newsletter.

Cheryl’s stunning finish of  the 

Merry Cox Le Nouveau Palais 

Royal, a 2012 Attic workshop 

2 amazing projects that winter visitor 
Chris shared: Left, a Jeannette 
Douglas class piece that gives a hint 
at what she will present at our January 
2020 Sampler Symposium and, right, 
her finish of  this Erica Michaels’ design 
that is seeing a resurgence at the 
moment, The Sampler Book, with each 
alphabetical page devoted to a 
specialty stitch in several motifs.
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Miscellaneous News … starting 
with 2020 Sampler Symposium

PAGE69THE ATTIC                                                                                                                    
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Symbol Legend for FRANCES EDEN by HandWork Samplers 

A customer brought to our attention that the chart she received of  the beautiful 
FRANCES EDEN SAMPLER $30 ~ We still have a few copies left if  you want to 
add this beautiful sampler to your collection.

With a few tweaks that will give it an Attic connection, Jeannette sent me these photographs of  what we can look forward to in our 
2020 Sampler Symposium.  We are also looking forward to several stunning Sherri Jones projects as well as possibly a tour of  Vickie 
LoPiccolo Jennett’s sampler collection, time permitting.  We might have to keep you here for a week!  Just kidding …  Watch for full 
details in a few months.  But first things first … and November 2019 will be next, with Blackbird Designs, Merry Cox, and more!
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. . .

A Beautiful Needlework Story from . . .

HATS’ Very Beautiful “When Thou Art Rich”
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. . . Nicola Parkman/Hands Across the Sea Samplers

Nicola says:  I wanted to share something with the group - when 
you put your mind to something you can achieve anything. 
	 This is Rosemary’s finish of  When Thou Art Rich, and it is 
the first sampler she has ever stitched !!  I am sure you will agree 
that her stitching is exquisite. 
	 I first met Rosemary some 2 to 3 years ago on a visit to view 
the Feller’s collection. She was so inspired by the beauty she saw on 
that day that she wanted to stitch a sampler. I feel so honoured that 
she chose a Hands Across the Sea Samplers’ 
reproduction. 
	 Throughout this time Rosemary has shared her journey with 
me. I have greatly admired how she has used the sampler to learn 
(just as the original little girls did) and her determination to achieve 
perfection never hesitating to rework a section. 
	 This is what she said today in her email: 
	 	 At 1pm today I finished “When thou art Rich” or “All 
shall be well.” 
	 	 I can’t believe that I’ve done it at last, I feel almost 
grieving that it’s done which sounds silly I know. I’ve spent so long 
sewing it , it’s been my therapy. I’m so proud of  it. 
	 	 I am very proud of  Rosemary too. I love how she 
personalised the sampler. Rosemary changed the text in the sampler 
as at that time her husband was very ill. She thought that these 
words were more apt and comforting to her at that moment. 
	 Rosemary’s next sampler is Sarah Braziear and I can’t wait 
to share the next stage of  her needlework/sampler journey. 

Last week Nicola posted this on FaceBook, and we received Rosemary’s 
permission to share it here.  I know you will enjoy it as much as I did.

Images of  the Antique, One of  the Most 
Beautiful Samplers I’ve Ever Seen 
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Epilogue
THE ATTIC                                                                                                                    

Please Be Kind . . . when you call!  I cannot have my staff  in 
tears. I cannot afford to lose any of  them. But when they get 
stomped on two days in a row, it’s difficult. Their first priority is 
always your order, your satisfaction, your relationship with The 
Attic, and they always try their best to make you happy.  We try 
… but we are not perfect.  We are human.  And, really, it’s just 
needlework! As my friend Cathe says, babies aren’t going to die.  
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Temporary Email Address 
Carolyn has agreed to continue to handle the bulk of  the emailing for the time being, while I get back up to speed, so please 
continue to use this email address:  atticneedlework@gmail.com  ~ if  you wish to reach me directly, use jeanlea@me.com  
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We tried this new restaurant and loved everything that the four of  us ordered, including the Pink Lady Salad, the Salmon Avocado Toast, the 
Grass Fed Burger, Three Cheese Mac, and the Pulled Lamb Sandwich.  Take a look at their menu and give it a try.  Great food and service!

Healthy fast-casual concept Cherish Farm Fresh Eatery opens in South Chandler

“For Thee” is a complimentary chart from Lila’s Studio

February means Family for me 
… when brother Jerry and his 
wife Nancy become snowbirds 
from Wisconsin and spend a few 
months in Arizona!  We love it!
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https://cherishrestaurant.com/menu/
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